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Summary
The PACE trial tested interventions for chronic fatigue syndrome, but the published ‘recovery’ rates
were based on thresholds that deviated substantially from the published trial protocol. Individual
participant data on a selection of measures has recently been released under the Freedom of
Information Act, enabling the re-analysis of recovery rates in accordance with the thresholds
specified in the published trial protocol. The recovery rate using these thresholds is 3.1% for
specialist medical care alone; for the adjunctive therapies it is 6.8% for cognitive behavioural
therapy, 4.4% for graded exercise therapy, and 1.9% for adaptive pacing therapy. This re-analysis
demonstrates that the previously reported recovery rates were inflated by an average of four-fold.
Furthermore, in contrast with the published paper by the trial investigators, the recovery rates in the
cognitive behavioural therapy and graded exercise therapy groups are not significantly higher than
with specialist medical care alone. The implications of these findings are discussed.

Introduction
The PACE trial was a large multi-centre study of therapeutic interventions for chronic fatigue
syndrome (CFS) in the United Kingdom (UK). The trial compared three therapies which were each
added to specialist medical care (SMC): cognitive behavioural therapy (CBT), graded exercise
therapy (GET), and adaptive pacing therapy (APT). [1] Henceforth SMC alone will be ‘SMC’,
SMC plus CBT will be ‘CBT’, SMC plus GET will be ‘GET’, and SMC plus APT will be ‘APT’.
Outcomes consisted of two self-report primary measures (fatigue and physical function), and a
mixture of self-report and objective secondary measures. The trial’s co-principal investigators are
longstanding practitioners and proponents of the CBT and GET approach, whereas APT was a
highly formalised and modified version of an alternative energy management approach.
After making major changes to the protocol-specified “recovery” criteria, White et al. (2013)
reported that when using “a comprehensive and conservative definition of recovery”, CBT and GET
were associated with significantly increased recovery rates of 22% at 52-week follow-up, compared
to only 8% for APT and 7% for SMC [2]. However, those figures were not derived using the
published trial protocol (White et al., 2007 [3]), but instead using a substantially revised version that
has been widely criticised for being overly lax and poorly justified (e.g. [4]). For example, the
changes created an overlap between trial eligibility criteria for severe disabling fatigue, and the new

“normal range”. Trial participants could consequently be classified as recovered without clinically
significant improvements to self-reported physical function or fatigue, and in some cases without
any improvement whatsoever on these outcome measures. Approximately 13% of participants at
baseline simultaneously met the trial eligibility criteria for ‘significant disability’ and the revised
recovery criteria for normal self-reported physical function. The justification given for changing the
physical function threshold of recovery was apparently based on a misinterpretation of basic
summary statistics [5,6], and the authors also incorrectly described their revised threshold as more
stringent than previous research [2]. These errors have not been corrected, despite the publishing
journal’s policy that such errors should be amended, resulting in growing calls for a fully
independent re-analysis of the PACE trial results [7,8].
More than six years after data collection was completed for the 52-week follow-up, the PACE trial
investigators have still not published the recovery rates as defined in the trial protocol. Queen Mary
University of London (QMUL), holder of the trial data and home of the chief principal investigator,
have also not allowed access to the data for others to analyse these outcomes. Following a Freedom
of Information Act (FOIA) request for a selection of trial data, an Information Tribunal upheld an
earlier decision from the Information Commissioner ordering the release of that data (see case
EA/2015/0269). On 9 September 2016, QMUL released the requested data [9]. Given the public
nature of the data release, and the strong public interest in addressing the issue of “recovery” from
CFS in the PACE trial, we are releasing a preliminary analysis using the main thresholds set in the
published trial protocol. The underlying data is also being made available [10], while more detailed
and complete analyses on the available outcome measures will be published at a later date.

Methods
Measures and criteria
Using the variables available in the FOIA dataset, ‘recovery’ from CFS in the PACE trial is
analysed here based on the main outcome measures described by White et al. (2013) in the
“cumulative criteria for trial recovery” [2]. These measures are: (i) the Chalder Fatigue
Questionnaire (CFQ); (ii) the Short-Form-36 (SF-36) physical function subscale; (iii) the Clinical
Global Impression (CGI) change scale; and (iv) the Oxford CFS criteria. However, instead of the
weakened thresholds used in their analysis, we will use the thresholds specified in the published
trial protocol by White et al. (2007) [3]. A comparison between the different thresholds for each
outcome measure is presented in Table 1.

Table 1: Comparison of recovery criteria, protocol-specified endpoints vs post-trial revised endpoints
Outcome measure

Protocol-specified endpoint

Post-trial revised endpoint

Chalder Fatigue Questionnaire
(CFQ)

≤ 3 points (range 0-11) when using
the bimodal scoring system for the
11 items (0,0,1,1).

≤ 18 points (range 0-33) when
using the Likert scoring system for
the 11 items (0,1,2,3).

SF-36 physical function

≥ 85 points (range 0-100).

≥ 60 points (range 0-100).

Clinical Global Impression

A score of 1 i.e. “very much better” A score of 1 i.e. “very much
(range 1-7).
better”, or 2 i.e. “much better”
(range 1-7).

Oxford CFS criteria

Oxford CFS criteria not met.

Either Oxford CFS criteria not met,
or a CFQ (bimodal) fatigue score of
less than 6, or a SF-36 physical
function score of more than 65.

Where follow-up data for self-rated CGI scores were missing we did not impute doctor-rated scores,
in contrast to the approach of White et al. (2013), because the trial protocol stated that all primary
and secondary outcomes are “either self-rated or objective in order to minimise observer bias” from
non-blinded assessors. We discuss the minimal impact of this imputation below. Participants
missing any recovery criteria data at 52-week follow-up were classified as non-recovered.
Statistical analysis
White et al. (2013) conducted an available-case analysis which excluded from the denominators of
each group the participants who dropped out [2]. This is not the recommended practice in clinical
trials, where intention-to-treat analysis (which includes all randomised participants) is commonly
preferred. An available-case analysis may overestimate real-world treatment effects because it does
not include participants who were lost to follow-up. Attrition from trials can occur for various
reasons, including an inability to tolerate the prescribed treatment, a perceived lack of benefit, and
adverse reactions. Thus, an available-case analysis only takes into account the patients who were
willing and able to tolerate the prescribed treatments. Nonetheless, both types of analyses are
presented here for comparison. We present a preliminary exploratory analysis of the frequency and
percentage of participants meeting all the recovery criteria in each group, based on the intention-totreat principle, as well as the available-case subgroup.
Neither the published trial protocol [3] nor the published statistical analysis plan [11] specified a
method for determining the statistical significance of the differences in recovery rates between
treatment groups. In their published paper on recovery, White et al. (2013) presented logistic
regression analyses for trial arm pairwise comparisons, adjusting for the baseline stratification
variables of treatment centre, meeting CDC CFS criteria, meeting London ME criteria, and having a
depressive illness [2]. However, it has been shown that logistic regression may be an inappropriate
method of analysis in the context of randomised trials [12]. While Fisher’s exact test would be
preferable, a more rigorous approach would also take into account stratification variables, which
unfortunately were not part of the available FOIA dataset. Nonetheless, there is reason to believe
that the effect of including these stratification variables would be minimal on our analyses: the
stratification variables were approximately evenly distributed between groups [1], and attempting to
replicate the previously published [2] odds ratios and 95% confidence intervals using logistic

regression, but without stratification variables, yielded very similar results to the ones previously
published (see Table 3).
We therefore present recovery rates for each group and compare the observed rates for each active
treatment arm with those of the SMC arm using Fisher’s exact tests. The confidence intervals for
recovery rates in each group and comparative odds ratios are exact 95% confidence intervals using
the point probability method [13]. For sake of direct comparison with results published by White et
al. (2013), we also present results of logistic regression analysis which included only the treatment
arm as a predictor variable, with conventional approximate 95% confidence intervals.

Results
For our analysis of ‘recovery’ in the PACE trial, full data were available for 89% to 94% of
participants, depending on the treatment group and outcome measure. Percentages are calculated for
both intention-to-treat, and on an available-case basis. Imputing the missing self-rated CGI scores
with doctor-rated CGI scores made no difference to the intention-to-treat analysis, as there were no
participants with missing self-rated CGI scores with an assessor rating of 1, required for recovery;
in the available-case analysis, the only effect this had was to decrease the CBT denominator by 1,
and the assessor score for that participant was 3, “a little better”, therefore non-recovered. Table 2
provides the results and Figure 1 compares our recovery rates with those of White et al. (2013):
Table 2. Recovery rates for intention-to-treat and available-case analysis using the protocol thresholds
Intention-to-treat analysis

Available-case analysis

Recovery rates (n/N, %, 95% CI):

Recovery rates (n/N, %, 95% CI):

SMC: 5/160, 3.1% (1.2-7.1)

SMC: 5/150, 3.3% (1.3-7.6)

CBT: 11/161, 6.8% (3.6-12.0)

CBT: 11/142, 7.7% (4.1-13.3)

GET: 7/160, 4.4% (2.1-8.7)

GET: 7/143, 4.9% (2.3-9.7)

APT: 3/159, 1.9% (0.5-5.5)

APT: 3/149, 2.0% (0.6-5.9)

Fisher’s exact test (two-tailed)
with OR and exact 95% CI:

Fisher’s exact test (two-tailed)
with OR and exact 95% CI:

CBT vs SMC: p = 0.199, OR 2.27 (0.76-6.92)

CBT vs SMC: p = 0.124, OR 2.44 (0.81-7.43)

GET vs SMC: p = 0.770, OR 1.42 (0.42-4.67)

GET vs SMC: p = 0.565, OR 1.49 (0.44-4.93)

APT vs SMC: p = 0.723, OR 0.60 (0.12-2.49)

APT vs SMC: p = 0.723, OR 0.60 (0.12-2.49)

Logistic regression (unadjusted):

Logistic regression (unadjusted):

CBT vs SMC:
OR (95% CI) = 2.27 (0.77-6.70), p = 0.136

CBT vs SMC:
OR (95% CI) = 2.44 (0.82-7.19), p = 0.107

GET vs SMC:
OR (95% CI) = 1.42 (0.44-4.57), p = 0.558

GET vs SMC:
OR (95% CI) = 1.49 (0.46-4.82), p = 0.503

APT vs SMC:
OR (95% CI) = 0.60 (0.14-2.54), p = 0.484

APT vs SMC:
OR (95% CI) = 0.60 (0.14-2.54), p = 0.484

Figure 1. Post-trial changes to the PACE trial recovery criteria inflated the results
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The CBT, GET, and APT groups did not demonstrate a statistically significant advantage over the
SMC group in any of the above analyses, nor an empirical recovery rate that would generally be
considered adequate (the highest observed rate was 7.7%). In the intention-to-treat analysis, the
exact p value for the three degree of freedom chi-squared test for no overall differences amongst the
four groups was 0.14. In the available-case analysis, the p value was 0.10. Given the number of
comparisons, a correction for multiple testing might be appropriate, but as none of the uncorrected p
values were significant at the p<0.05 level, this more conservative approach would not alter the
conclusion. Our findings therefore contradict the conclusion of White et al. (2013), that CBT and
GET were significantly more likely than the SMC group to be associated with ‘recovery’ at 52
weeks [2]. However, the very low recovery rates substantially decrease the ability to detect
statistically significant differences between groups (see the Limitations section). The multiple
changes to the recovery criteria had inflated the estimates of recovery by approximately 2.3 to 5.1
-fold, depending on the group, with an average inflation of 3.8-fold.

Limitations
Lack of statistical power
When designing the PACE trial and determining the number of participants needed, the
investigators’ power analyses were based not on recovery estimates but on the prediction of
relatively high rates of clinical improvement in the additional therapy groups compared to SMC
alone [3]. However, the very low recovery rates introduce a complication for tests of significance,
due to insufficient statistical power to detect modest but clinically important differences between
groups. For example, with the CBT vs. SMC comparison by intention-to-treat, a true odds ratio of
4.2 would have been required to give Fisher’s exact test 80% power to declare significance, given
the observed margins. If we assume SMC has a probability of 3.1%, an odds ratio of 4.2 would have
conferred a recovery probability of 11.8%, which was not achieved in the trial.

We believe that for our preliminary analysis it was important to follow the protocol-specified
recovery criteria, which make more sense than the revised thresholds. For example, the former
required level of physical function would suggest a ‘recovered’ individual could at least do most
normal activities, but may have limitations with a few of the items on the SF-36 health survey, such
as vigorous exercise, walking up flights of stairs, or bending down. The revised threshold that
White et al. (2013) used meant that a ‘recovered’ individual could have remained limited on four to
eight out of ten items depending on severity. We found that when using the revised recovery criteria,
8% (7/87) of the ‘recovered’ participants still met trial eligibility criteria for 'significant disability'.
Weakening the recovery thresholds increases statistical power to detect group differences because it
makes the event (i.e. ‘recovery’) rates more frequent (i.e. less close to zero) but it also leads to the
inclusion of patients who still, for example, have significant illness-related restrictions in physical
capacity as per SF-36 physical function score. We argue that if significant differences between
groups cannot be detected in sample sizes of approximately n=160 per group, then this may indicate
that CBT and GET simply do not substantially increase recovery rates.
Lack of data on stratification variables
In order to increase the chance of being granted or enforced, the FOIA request asked for a ‘bare
minimum’ set of variables, as asking for too many variables, or for variables that may be judged to
significantly increase the risk of re-identification of participants, would have decreased the chance
that the FOIA request would be granted. This was a reasonable compromise given that QMUL had
previously blocked all requests for the protocol-specified recovery rates and the underlying data to
calculate them. Some non-crucial variables are therefore missing from the dataset acquired under
the FOIA but there is reason to believe that this would have little effect on the results.
Allocation of participants in the PACE trial was stratified [1]: “The first three participants at each
of the six clinics were allocated with straightforward randomisation. Thereafter allocation was
stratified by centre, alternative criteria for chronic fatigue syndrome and myalgic
encephalomyelitis, and depressive disorder (major or minor depressive episode or dysthymia), with
computer-generated probabilistic minimisation.”
This means that testing for statistical significance assuming simple randomisation results in pvalues that are approximate and effect-size estimates that might be biased. The FOIA dataset does
not contain the stratification variables. While the lack of these variables may somewhat alter the
estimated treatment effects and the p-values or confidence levels, we expect the differences to be
minor, a conclusion that is supported by Table 3 below. Table 1 of the publication of the main trial
results (White et al., 2011) shows that the stratification variables were approximately evenly
distributed between groups [1]. We have replicated the rates of “trial recovery” as previously
published by White et al. (2013) [2]. We also attempted to replicate their previously reported
logistic regression, without the stratification variables, and the results were essentially the same (see
Table 3), suggesting that the adjustments would not have a significant impact on the outcome of our
own analysis of recovery.

Table 3. Adjusted vs unadjusted logistic regression for recovery rates published by White et al. 2013 [2]
PACE published adjusted ORs (95% CIs)

FOIA dataset unadjusted ORs (95% CIs)

CBT vs SMC, 3.69 (1.77–7.69) p<0.001

CBT vs SMC, 3.64 (1.76–7.55) p<0.001

GET vs SMC, 3.71 (1.78–7.74) p<0.001

GET vs SMC, 3.64 (1.76–7.55) p<0.001

APT vs SMC, 1.10 (0.47–2.58) p=0.83

APT vs SMC, 1.11 (0.47–2.59) p=0.82

CBT vs APT, 3.36 (1.64–6.88) p=0.001

CBT vs APT, 3.29 (1.62–6.69) p=0.001

GET vs APT, 3.38 (1.65–6.93) p=0.001

GET vs APT, 3.29 (1.62–6.69) p=0.001

If QMUL or the PACE trial investigators believe that further adjustment is necessary here to have
confidence in the results, then we invite them to present analyses that include stratification variables
or release the raw data for those variables without unnecessary restrictions.
Lack of data on alternative ME/CFS criteria
For the same reasons described in the previous subsection, the FOIA dataset does not contain the
variables for meeting CDC CFS criteria or London ME (myalgic encephalomyelitis) criteria. These
were part of the original definition of recovery, but we argue that these are superfluous because:
(a) While our definition of recovery is less stringent without the alternative ME/CFS criteria, these
additional criteria had no significant effect on the results reported by White et al. (2013) [2]). (b)
The alternative ME/CFS criteria used in the trial had some questionable modifications [14], that
have not been used in any other trial, thus seriously limiting cross-trial comparability and validation
of their results. (c) The Oxford CFS criteria are the most sensitive and least specific (most
inclusive) criteria, so those who fulfil all other aspects of the recovery criteria would most likely
also fail to meet alternative ME/CFS criteria. (d) All participants were first screened using the
Oxford CFS criteria as this was the primary case definition, whereas the additional case criteria
were not entry requirements [1].

Discussion
It is important that patients, health care professionals, and researchers have accurate information
about the chances of recovery from CFS. In the absence of definitive outcome measures, recovery
criteria should set reasonable standards that approach restoration of good health, in keeping with
commonly understood conceptions of recovery from illness [15]. Accordingly, the changes made by
the PACE trial investigators after the trial was well under way resulted in the recovery criteria
becoming too lax to allow conclusions about the efficacy of CBT and GET as rehabilitative
treatments for CFS. This analysis, based on the published trial protocol, demonstrates that the major
changes to the thresholds for recovery had inflated the estimates of recovery by an average of
approximately four-fold. QMUL recently posted the PACE trial primary ‘improvement’ outcomes as
specified in the protocol [16] and that also showed a similar difference between the proportion of
participants classified as improved compared to the post-hoc figures previously published in the
Lancet in 2011 [1]. It is clear from these results that the changes made to the protocol were not
minor or insignificant, as they have produced major differences that warrant further consideration.
The PACE trial protocol was published with the implication that changes would be unlikely [17],
and while the trial investigators describe their analysis of recovery as pre-specified, there is no
mention of changes to the recovery criteria in the statistical analysis plan that was finalised shortly

before the unblinding of trial data [11]. Confusion has predictably ensued regarding the timing and
nature of the substantial changes made to the recovery criteria [18]. Changing study endpoints
should be rare and is only rarely acceptable; moreover, trial investigators may not be appropriate
decision makers for endpoint revisions [19,20]. Key aspects of pre-registered design and analyses
are often ignored in subsequent publications, and positive results are often the product of overly
flexible rules of design and data analysis [21,22].
As reported in a recent BMJ editorial by chief editor Fiona Godlee (3 March 2016), when there is
enough doubt to warrant independent re-analysis [23]: “Such independent reanalysis and public
access to anonymised data should anyway be the rule, not the exception, whoever funds the trial.”
The PACE trial provides a good example of the problems that can occur when investigators are
allowed to substantially deviate from the trial protocol without adequate justification or scrutiny. We
therefore propose that a thorough, transparent, and independent re-analysis be conducted to provide
greater clarity about the PACE trial results. Pending a comprehensive review or audit of trial data, it
seems prudent that the published trial results should be treated as potentially unsound, as well as the
medical texts, review articles, and public policies based on those results.
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